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To those who, like literary historian Susan Sellers, place the
current vampire myth in the ‘comparative safety of
nightmare fantasy.’
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“There are such beings as vampires, some of us have
evidence that they exist. Even had we not the proof of our
own unhappy experience, the teachings and the records of
the past give proof enough for sane peoples.”
Abraham ‘Bram’ Stoker
Author
Dracula (1897)
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One

N

ew York Police Detective Louis Martelli pulled his
unmarked Crown Vic to the curb in front of the
Church of the Holy Redeemer in Lower Manhattan,
blocking the funeral procession’s lead vehicle and further
heightening the tension among the people on the sidewalk.
The funeral director, family, and mourners, puzzled by the
unusual turn of events, stood there, conversing quietly.
Occasionally, someone glanced nervously at the church’s
entrance. None, however, was allowed back into the building.
Two police officers moved among them, rapidly gathering
names and other information in preparation for handing
their notes to the lead detective—Martelli—for follow-up.
Martelli lifted his left leg over the driver-side door
threshold, something necessitated by an old Iraqi War
injury. Once out of his car, he made his way up the steps and
into the sanctuary. Walking hurriedly toward the altar, he
stopped briefly at a point halfway down the aisle, steadied
himself on a pew, genuflected, and made the Sign of the
Cross before proceeding to the casket.
“Well, well, well, if it ain’t Mrs. Martelli’s wunderkind,
Master Sergeant Louis Martelli . . . war hero, Master
Detective, and all-about-town bon vivant! The last time I
saw you and Antonetti together you were chasing the
Headless Horseman in Central Park. Remember? It was the
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case of the serial killer who sliced and diced that
pharmaceutical executive behind the Delacourt Theater.”
Crime scene investigator Robin Peterson loved to spar
with Martelli. A flirt who wore her flaming red hair long,
stringy, and parted in the middle, she never let an
opportunity go by to tease him.
“People at headquarters are still wondering about you
two,” she chortled, referring to Martelli and Deputy Coroner
Michael Antonetti, who was examining the embalmed
remains of an elderly man lying in a coffin to the front of the
altar. “Are you two a couple, or aren’t you? That’s the
$64,000 question.”
Martelli laughed. “Peterson, are you still knifing guys in
the back on Saturday nights so you’ll get called to crime
scenes and have something to do other than sit at home
watching old movies? I mean, when was the last time you
had a date?”
Antonetti scowled. “Come on, you two, have a little
respect for the dead. This is a holy place of worship!” He was
in the last stages of examining the remains in a coffin that
was mounted on a mobile display cart.
Peterson resumed her work, taking pictures of the area
around the casket and looking for evidence on the floor
around it.
Martelli approached Antonetti. “Pardon me for asking,
Michael, but what are we doing here? Obviously, the
deceased is dead, he’s been embalmed, and this was a
funeral service intended to send him on his way to the Great
Beyond. Yet, here we are, some of New York’s Finest . . . one
of New York City’s most skilled deputy coroners, the best CSI
in the business—he winked at Peterson—and Manhattan’s
top Detective-Investigator. You would think someone’s been
shot!”
2
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“He was.”
“Who?”
“The deceased.”
“You gotta to be kidding! When?”
“Based on what I was told, some time in the last hour or
so.”
“Come on, Antonetti. The guy’s been dead for days.”
“I didn’t say he was alive when he was shot.”
“This isn’t another one of your pranks, is it?”
“Nope. I may have pulled a few mischievous tricks in my
day—”
“‘Mischievous tricks?’ Is that what you call them? Like the
time you put a fake severed hand covered with blood in my
car’s trunk—”
Antonetti waved him off. “A childish prank to be sure,
Louis. But this is the real thing. The man’s been shot . . . the
bullet was fired at close range, right through the casket, by
someone who apparently came to pay their respects.”
“Well, they sure had a strange way of doing it.
“Who discovered the bullet hole?”
“The funeral director, just as he was closing the casket in
preparation for moving it to the hearse. That’s when he
asked everyone to step outside and wait while he called the
police.”
“And nobody heard anything?”
Peterson looked up. “Before you ask, Martelli, I already
grabbed, bagged, and marked as evidence the video tapes
from the church’s surveillance system. Maybe Dugan’ll be
able to figure out what happened.”
“Thanks, Red.
“Anything else you can tell me, Michael?”
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“I may be able to say more once I get the corpse back to
the morgue. But there is one more thing you should know. It
has to do with something I never expected to find.”
“What’s that?”
“Someone, probably the shooter, stuffed a piece of garlic
into the corpse’s mouth.”
“Garlic?”
“Yes. It’s an old Romanian ritual used to ensure a
vampire doesn’t rise from the dead.”
“Oh, that’s just great! The next thing you’re gonna tell me
is that the slug is made of silver!”
“Those generally are used to kill werewolves, Louis, but I
guess they’d work on vampires as well.”
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Two

‘W

addaya got for me, Missy?” Missy Dugan was a
senior information technology specialist in
Police Plaza One, or PP1 as the cognoscenti
called it. She was busy reviewing the videotapes that had
been recorded in the sanctuary of the Church of the Holy
Redeemer on the afternoon of the funeral service.
It now was 7 in the morning on the day after the funeral
had been scheduled to take place. Martelli had just come
from his morning workout in Brooklyn’s Dominant Fitness &
Health Club. Weightlifting mixed with a strenuous aerobics
program was the only way he could keep his 6-foot, 2-inch,
190-pound body from succumbing to the unhealthy food he
often was forced to eat on the job.
“Antonetti sent the slug to Ballistics. I have the results. As
you might expect, it’s copper-clad, not silver. I hope the
garlic works, or we’re in a heap of trouble!” She laughed.
“I wish Antonetti would keep his big mouth shut!”
“Well, it’s not every day that someone puts a slug into a
vampire, Lou.”
Martelli scowled. “I could have told you it wasn’t silver.
It’s too soft for use in ammunition. Unless you had a hard
cast with low silver content, firing a silver bullet could really
damage your firearm.
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“So, were you able to match the slug to anything in the
FBI’s ballistics’ database?”
“Yes. But it’s not going to help you.”
“I can’t tell you how thrilled that makes me!” The
exasperated look on his face was obvious.
“Well, I can tell you this . . . it was fired from a 9mm
handgun. “And—” She paused for impact. “The weapon was
used to commit another murder a year ago, a murder that
still hasn’t been solved.”
Martelli’s eyes opened wide.
“Which case is that?”
“It’s the Hayes shooting. Here, I pulled the file for you.”
She took a folder from her workbench and handed it to
him.
While Martelli leafed through the folder, Dugan filled
him in. “The guy was found on the Upper West Side, facedown in Riverside Park near 103rd Street. You may not
remember it because it was handled by the guys in the 24th
Precinct. It didn’t make much of a splash in the papers at the
time because of some sex scandal involving a presidential
candidate.”
“They call that news?”
Martelli leafed through the file.
“Hmmm…one shot through the heart, close range. Looks
pretty straightforward. The responding officer wrote it up as
a robbery gone bad.”
He set the file down and turned back to her. “I know it’s
early, but have you had a chance to review the videotapes
from the church?”
“Of course, my liege. Some of us work while guys like you
lounge around in a gym half the day, flexing your muscles
and ogling the chicks!”
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“Hey! I didn’t have to come to work for this. If I wanted
abuse, I would have stayed home!”
“Watch this.” Missy swung her chair around and tapped
several commands into her computer’s keyboard. Instantly,
one of several monitors lit up with the video taken by a
camera that looked down on the altar from a vantage point
near the ceiling of the sanctuary.
“The time is around 12:13 PM. What you’re looking at is a
shot of the funeral director and one of his men wheeling the
casket in for the service, which probably was supposed to
start around 1 PM.”
“Okay, I see that.”
“There . . . the casket’s in position.” Missy pointed at the
monitor. “And here comes a man with a cart containing
flowers.”
“Right,” agreed Martelli. “And now the other two men are
opening the casket, making final adjustments to the lining
and the corpse’s hands, straightening out the lining around
the deceased’s shoes—by the way, never look down there,
Missy . . . it’s where the viscera bag is stored—and so forth.
Nothing appears to be out of the ordinary.”
“I agree . . . looks like business as usual.”
Martelli and Dugan watched the screen in silence as the
men went about their work.
Finally, Missy spoke. “Okay, looks like everything’s ready.
See? The men are leaving the sanctuary.”
The date-time display on the screen showed a time of
12:34 pm.
“They’re probably going outside to grab a sandwich or
smoke, Lou. Note that no one is in the camera’s field of view.
I checked all of the other cameras as well. There’s not a
person in the sanctuary at this time. But then—”
“Wait! What’s that in the corner, Missy?”
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Missy started to laugh. “That, my friend, is the shooter.”
The screen showed someone who appeared to be a man
entering the large, raised platform that stretched across the
front of the church and upon which the altar stood. Dressed
in a long priest’s robe and wearing a black, low-crowned,
wide-brimmed ecclesiastical hat, he emerged slowly from
behind the curtains at the far, left back of the platform, as
one viewed the sanctuary from the rear. After looking around
to ensure no one was in the sanctuary, he walked down the
stairs, and at the bottom, turned left and quickly made his
way toward the casket.
“I can’t see his face, Missy! Where the hell did he come
from?”
“I checked some of our surveillance cameras on the
streets around the church. One caught a shot of him walking
into the small cemetery behind the building and entering
through the service entrance. But that’s about all I can tell
you. Now, watch closely.”
The shooter stopped at the casket, turned to see if anyone
was watching, took something out of his pocket and placed it
into the corpse’s mouth.
“That must have been the garlic, Lou.”
“Right, and now he’s screwing the silencer onto the gun
barrel.”
“I see that.”
They watched as the shooter pushed the silencer against
the side of the casket and pulled the trigger.
Martelli shook his head. “Bada-bing bada-boom, right
through the casket into the corpse.”
They continued watching intently as the shooter retraced
his footsteps across the sanctuary floor, climbed the stairs to
the platform, and continued through the curtains to make his
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escape, most probably using the same service entrance
through which he had entered.
“Were you able to track him on his way off the church’s
property?”
“Not very far. We don’t have a lot of cameras in that area.
And to make things worse, at some point he probably shed
the priest’s garb and either stuck it in a bag or dumped it.”
“Okay, go back and grab the best screen shot of the
shooter you can get and e-mail it to CSU.”
“10-4.”
Martelli reached for the phone on Dugan’s workbench
and dialed the Department’s Crime Scene Unit.
“NYPD CSU, Sergeant Reynolds.”
“Reynolds, this is Martelli of the First.”
“Hey, Lou, long time no see. How are you and the
family?”
“Good, Adam. And you and yours?”
“Great. How can I help you?”
“We had a shooting yesterday at a church in the First.
Some guy pumped a round into a corpse.”
“I know. What the hell is that all about?”
“Beats the shit out of me.”
“Man, it’s getting weird out there, Lou.”
“Tell me about it. Listen, Dugan is e-mailing you a screen
shot of the shooter. It’s not great, but it’s the best we have.
The perp—and we’re assuming it’s a man—disguised himself
as a priest. He was dressed in a long robe and wore a black,
low-crowned, wide-brimmed ecclesiastical hat.”
“Okay.”
“Could you send a CSU team back to the church to search
for additional evidence? Perhaps your people’ll be able to lift
a print or two from the inside and outside knobs of the door
at the service entrance. Or, in showing the screen shot to
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people in the neighborhood, maybe they’ll find someone who
can tell them in which direction he walked. In the best of all
worlds, we might even get a better description of the person
or an ID, but I doubt it.”
“I’ll take care of it, Lou. Are you considering putting out a
BOLO for the guy?”
“No. We don’t have enough information to go on yet. And
the guy isn’t going to be walking around in that get-up, that’s
for sure. All we need is for our people to be questioning every
man of the cloth they encounter on the street, and we’ll have
the Catholic Church all over us. If that happens, you know
the media . . . they’ll blow the whole thing way out of
proportion.”
“Like they do everything else.”
“Right. That would make our job even more difficult than
it already is.”
“Yeah, I know what you mean. Used to be you could trust
them, but today, most are just out to make a quick name for
themselves. Anyway, I’ll send a unit to the church now.”
“Thanks, Adam. I owe you!”
“Don’t mention it, Lou.”
Martelli returned the handset to its cradle and turned his
attention back to Dugan.
“Okay, Missy, did Antonetti have anything else to say?”
“Yeah, he said to tell you to stop at the Korean grocer’s on
your way home tonight, buy some garlic, and hang it around
your neck. He said you can’t be too careful these days,
especially when there might be vampires prowling Gotham
City at night.”
“Well isn’t he just a barrel of laughs! Listen, NYPD needs
this case like a hole in the head . . . chasing what someone
wants the Department to think is the ‘killer’ of vampires,
werewolves, and other forms of lowlife.”
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Missy could barely stifle a grin. “Don’t you mean ‘no-life,’
Martelli?”
Despite himself, Martelli had to laugh. “Give me a break,
will ya?
“What else did the ‘court jester’ have to say?”
“Actually, he said he wanted to see you this morning after
you’re done here. Even though there had been a cursory
autopsy performed on the deceased at the time of his death,
something important turned up.”
“What was it?”
“He wouldn’t tell me . . . he just said he wanted to see you
when we finished here.”
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